496       -              COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
The grains shall, all of them, be of hard material which will not disintegrate and shall be of the following diameters:—Not more than one per cent., by weight, less than 0.13 of a millimeter nor more than ten per cent., less than 0.2? of a millimeter; at least ten per cent., by weight, shall be less than 0.36 of a millimeter, and at least seventy per cent, by weight, less than one millimeter, and no particles shall be more than five millimeters in diameter. The diameter of sand grains will be computed as the diameters of spheres of equal volumes. The sand shall not contain more than two per cent., by weight, of lime and magnesia taken together and calculated as carbonates. In all other respects the sand shall be of a quality satisfactory to the Engineer. The Contractor shall take adequate precaution to prevent foreign cr polluting material from becoming mixed with the sand, and shall protect the sand from such material until the final acceptance of the work or until the filters are put in operation. Samples EX- * Samples of sand fulfilling: the above require-
amtrved by                             r  .,                        -         /-/-«• ,1      -r>       •                    1
Engineer. ments may be seen in the offices of the JbLngmeer, and he will examine samples of sand submitted by intending bidders and advise them whether or not they are suitable.          »
EayeJfin             The filter-sand shall be placed in the filters in
four layers, each layer to be about one foot thick, and the sand shall not be dropped from a height into final position or otherwise unduly compacted. The three first layers may be filled in to only approximate depths and the surfaces need not be smoothed. The final layer shall be brought to a true and even grade, and the surface left smooth and uniform, and such allowance shall be made for settlement as the Engineer may direct.
Payment.                   ^ price b}d p£r ^^ yard for gj^ ^^ in_
eludes securing, transporting and placing the sand, 1              together with all screening, washing or other clean-
ing which may be necessary to make it conform to the above requirements, and the final measurement shall be made in position after settling one week with water and with the filter in operation.            A. H.
188. Specifications and Contract for Architect's Services. The city of New York has found it advisable to prepare a form of Specifications and contract for the engagement

